
 

[Appended I] ~Kennebec Regional Diversity and Inclusion~ 
 
Since April of 2020, members of the Kennebec community have been meeting to discuss the benefits of 

developing an initiative to address diversity and inclusion across the spectrum of community community 

sectors. 

 

Over the course of a half-dozen meetings our small group has grown from a few inspired individuals, to a 

strong group of community leaders. Our discussions have been centered around the implications of a 

regional diversity/inclusion initiative (attracting companies), expected outcomes (producing a declaration vs 

statement); and, defining the geographic region. 

We are currently working toward the next steps of casting a broader invitation to help us address these 

components and are seeking the assistance of our fellow community members to join the effort to further 

the economic and social growth through diversity in our region. 

 
******************************************************************************************* 

We have been meeting to discuss the benefits of developing an initiative addressing diversity and inclusion 
across the following community sectors: 

Workforce/Business  Health  Government  Human Services  

Education  Law Enforcement  Recreation  Economic Growth  
 
Active members of our meetings our small group has included: 

Gary 
Bowman 
(Town of 
Oakland)  

Shawn 
O’Leary 
(Winslow 
Police 
Department)  

Kim Lindlof 
(Central 
Maine 
Growth 
Council)  

Phoenix 
Mourning-Star 
(Diversity 
Consultant) 

 Jim Dinkle 
(FirstPark)  

Patrick 
Guerette 
(AYCC)  

Mike 
Guarino 
(Snow Pond 
Arts Center) 

Laura Cyr 
(KVCOG) 

 
Our discussions have been centered around the key components of 

- Region: How do we define our region for this statement/announcement for our purposes. 
- Inspiration: Research has shown that growth in diversity is economic growth; most grants rate 

applications based on impact on underrepresented groups and diversity policies; many 
companies/corporations/organizations and community members prefer to locate in regions that 
have a stated diversity/inclusion initiative. 

- Goal(s): Attract companies/corporations/organizations; attract/welcome new community members to 
grow our region; assist and support companies/corporations/organizations and community members 
in developing statements & internal policies and training. 

- Outcome/Product: Assist community sectors to navigate different versions of developing a(n) 
Diversity & Inclusion Announcement vs. Statement vs. Declaration vs. Business/Organizational 
Template & Training Policy. 

 


